
feel good essential DUOs

Feeling Safe
Protect yourself from negative 
energies

Helps you to Feel
 ◆ safe and secure in yourself 
 ◆ Protected from others’ emotions 
 ◆ Positive and strong

Feeling ProSPerouS
Manifest your dreams and goals – 
succeed and prosper

Helps you to Feel
 ◆ You can attract greater 
prosperity

 ◆ Confident you can manifest your 
dreams and goals 

 ◆ You are worthy of abundance 
and happiness

Feeling Calm
Transform emotional turmoil

Helps you to Feel
 ◆ emotionally and mentally calm 
and composed

 ◆ in control of your behaviour and 
actions

 ◆ able to pay attention, think 
clearly and concentrate

aBouT floWer eSSeNCeS
Flower essences are recognised worldwide as effective 
self-help remedies. they work on the subtle levels of the 
mind and emotions, giving support in times of stress 
and anxiety by helping to balance your emotional state 
of mind, often caused by the pressures of today’s busy 
lifestyle. By positively transforming your mood and 
your energies, you may experience an overall sense of 
wellbeing.

floWer eSSeNCeS CaN HelP
 ◆ soothe emotional stress
 ◆ Find peace of mind
 ◆ increase self-confidence
 ◆ Realise a greater sense of purpose
 ◆ transform negativity and enhance positive attitudes

aBouT uS
Findhorn Flower essences is a small, well established and 
award winning business with over 20 years experience 
in the production of self-help flower remedies. Our 
essences are lovingly made by hand according to 
the methods of Dr. edward Bach here in the north of 
scotland, an area of outstanding natural beauty. We use 
only the finest natural and organic ingredients.

Go to our website to see our full range of products. 
available from all good health stores, beauty clinics, 
spas and selected retailers. 

Straight to the heart of 
the matter

FINDHORN
FLOWER 
ESSENCES

Self-help remedies for 
good health & wellbeing

HoW To uSe
aromatherapy & Sacred mists:
spray in your home, office and when travelling. shake before use.

flower essence Sprays:
2 sprays under the tongue 3 times daily. Use more frequently if needed.

SaCred liGHT

love  
& wisdom 

Helps you to find inspiration and 
evoke the aspiration to strengthen 
the heart-mind connection and 
realise inner wisdom

Feeling love
Open your heart, express 
love freely and enrich your 
relationships

Helps you to Feel
 ◆ good about yourself and in tune 
with your body 

 ◆ More trusting and open to 
intimacy and tenderness 

 ◆ energetic, dynamic love arising 
more spontaneously

aromatherapy 
Mists

sacred Mists

FINDHORN 
FLOWER ESSENCES
Cullerne House,  
Findhorn, Scotland IV36 3YY 
T  01309 690129
www.findhornessences.com

SaCred SPaCe

peace  
& harmony 

Helps to purify and clear your 
physical space to create a more 
positive relaxing atmosphere

SaCred earTH

ground  
& nurture 

Helps you to stay grounded and 
focussed, to feel at home in yourself 
and in your environment

Made with 100% natural ingredients and pure 
essential oils

aromatherapy Mist + Flower essence spray

infuse your atmosphere 
and aura with the 
therapeutic power of 
flowers.

Balancing emotional 
patterns, attitudes and 
behaviours that negatively 
impact health and 
wellbeing.

eroS
Feel good about yourself.  
express your love freely and 
enrich your relationships.

PSyCHiC 
ProTeCTioN
Feel safe and secure, 
positive and strong.

ProSPeriTy
Manifest your dreams and goals. 
attract greater prosperity and 
abundance into your life.

Calm  
me doWN
transform emotional 
turmoil. stay calm and 
composed.

SaCred SPaCe
Purify and clear your 
physical space to create 
a more positive relaxing 
atmosphere.



essentials FlOWeR essenCe sPRaYs

BoN voyaGe
travel

Ease travel stress and fatigue
 + Keep calm while travelling
 + Maintain your inner balance and feel less anxiety
 + Arrive feeling ‘ready to go’
 × Travel fatigue and jet lag
 × Motion-related discomfort and anxiety 
 × Feeling disoriented and off balance

Calm me doWN
tranQuillity

Transform emotional turmoil
 + Emotionally and mentally calm and composed
 + In control of your behaviour and actions
 + Pay attention, think clearly and concentrate
 × Getting upset and losing control
 × Emotional extremes and irrational behaviour 
 × Irritable, agitated or bad-tempered

Clear liGHT
clarity

Enhance mental clarity and concentration
 + Quiet your mind and focus
 + Increase learning, writing and meditation 
 + Communicate thoughts and ideas effectively
 × Lack of concentration, dreamy, easily distracted
 × Agitation, restlessness, wandering mind 
 × Mental dullness and lethargy

eNerGy SHield
protection

Neutralise the effects of electromagnetic stress
 + Reduce sensitivity to electrical fields and 

bioelectrical pollution
 + Transform emotional effects of radiation
 + Clear static energies and strengthen inner 

defenses
 × Sensitivity to electrical, magnetic, wireless and 

microwave frequencies
 × Fear of electromagnetic radiation 
 × Feeling helpless; unexplained fear and anxiety

eroS
love

Express love freely and enrich your relationships
 + Trust and open to emotional intimacy and 

tenderness 
 + Energetic, dynamic love arising more 

spontaneously
 + Feel good about yourself and be more in tune with 

your body 
 × A desire for richness, openness and freedom to love
 × Self-conscious or not relaxed during intimacy
 × Lack of self confidence in relationships

femiNiNiTy
Balance

Support for female wellbeing
 + Feel settled and stable during transitional periods
 + Harmonise your mood and temperament
 + Relax and be easy on yourself
 × Energetic and emotional issues symptomatic to 

women 
 × Anxiety, irritability and mood swings 
 × Feeling overwhelmed and overreacting to things 

firST aid
calm

Calming, soothing relief in any crisis
 + Help to cope with any major or minor distress 
 + Ease emotional pain and suffering
 + Gentle, quick, effective relief
 × First aid for emotional wounds, upset or pain
 × Stress and anxiety
 × Emotional and psychological symptoms of shock or 

trauma

Go WiTH THe floW
easy going

Relax your mind and enjoy freedom of movement
 + Clear and transform blocked or stagnant energies
 + Let go, motivate yourself and move forward 
 + Shift your attitude and mobilise your will and 

intention
 × Resistance to change, growth and movement
 × Beliefs and thought patterns that hold you back in life
 × Detox from emotional tension held in the body

HealiNG THe CauSe
get well

Living life in fullness and acceptance
 + Take charge of your health and wellbeing 
 + Feel empowered and in control of your situation
 + Secure hope, optimism and resilience
 × Health fears and anxieties 
 × Feeling powerless over your own circumstances
 × Coping with a chronic condition

HearT SuPPorT
peace

Comfort and consolation in matters of the heart
 + Secure peace of mind and heart
 + Restore strength, hope and courage
 + Feel supported during life-changing events
 × Heartache, grief and sadness
 × Feelings of emptiness or loneliness
 × Uncertainty or anxiety that comes with change and 

transition

iNNer CHild
nurture

Love and nurture your inner child and honour the 
person you have become

 + Bring out your playful side
 + Heal and transform the child part of yourself
 + Let down your self-protective barriers and trust 

more
 × Childhood traumatic stress 
 × Feeling powerless, victimised or rejected
 × Limiting beliefs that fuel self-sabotaging behaviour

Karma Clear
Freedom

Release the past and tensions that bring pain, 
suffering and unhappiness

 + Transform negative patterns through forgiveness
 + Greater understanding and compassion 
 + Understand the lesson behind the challenges you 

face
 × Effects of harmful energy that judgments carry 
 × Reacting to events rather than taking positive action
 × Burdened by the heavy energy of negative karma

life forCe
energy

Boost your energy, alleviate tiredness and restore 
vitality

 + Feel more vibrant, energetic and lively 
 + Stimulate your body’s natural recuperative powers
 + Recover your enthusiasm and zest for life
 × Emotionally and energetically depleted
 × Physical and mental fatigue
 × Feeling lethargic and lacking vitality

liGHT BeiNG
lighthearted

Lift your spirits and feel more connected and joyful
 + Strength to rise above your troubles 
 + Stay positive and joyful
 + Live in the present with peace of mind
 × Loneliness, isolation and despair
 × Lack of purpose in your life
 × Feeling like you can’t go on

ProSPeriTy
aBundance

Manifest your dreams and goals - Succeed and prosper
 + Attract greater prosperity and abundance into 

your life
 + Believe in yourself and achieve your goals
 + Shape your future by the positive intentions you 

hold
 × Feeling a lack of abundance and self-fulfilment 
 × Self-limiting beliefs and insecurities
 × Stressed and worried about your financial position 

PSyCHiC ProTeCTioN
saFe

Protect yourself from negative energies 
 + Feel safe and secure, positive and strong
 + Defend and reinforce your personal energy field 
 + Interact with others without absorbing negativity
 × Highly sensitive to external negative influences
 × Powerless to set limits and distance yourself from 

toxic people 
 × Anxiety reaction to emotional or psychic attack

SeaSoNal affeCTioNS
soothe

Feel good whatever the season
 + Be patient and stay calm in adverse 

conditions
 + Build up tolerance and strengthen your 

defenses
 + Emotionally resilient and adaptable
 × Adverse effects of seasonal change
 × Intolerance aggravated by environment and 

climate 
 × Discomfort, congestion and irritation

also available 
in 30ml glass dropper bottles

SWeeT dreamS
sleep well

Unwind and relax into peaceful sleep
 + Get more restful sleep
 + Quiet your mind and calm your body
 + Wake up rested and refreshed
 × Disturbed sleeping patterns
 × Overactive mind and restlessness keep you 

awake 
 × Out of sync with your internal clock

TraNSformaTioN
release

Change your ways and turn over a new leaf
 + Patience and willingness to change and 

grow 
 + Adopt good health habits and life practices
 + Persistence, strength and perseverance
 × Stuck in unhealthy patterns
 × Self-defeating and destructive behaviours 
 × Cravings, addictions and dependencies

voiCe CoNfideNCe
conFidence 

Let your light, beauty and talent shine 
 + Express yourself with confidence 
 + Articulate and communicate clearly and 

freely 
 + Feel good about, and believe in yourself
 × Low self esteem inhibiting full self-expression
 × Fear of criticism, disapproval or making 

mistakes 
 × Over concerned with what others think of you


